Single-Cell Transcript Profiles Reveal Multilineage Priming in Early Progenitors Derived from Lgr5+ Intestinal Stem Cells

Highlights

- Single-cell analyses of intestinal Lgr5+ cells identify two discrete populations
- Both pools express stem-cell genes, but only one activates terminal cell markers
- Multilineage-primed Lgr5+ cells express features of bipotential progenitors
- A suite of informatics tools reveals that these progenitors originate in Lgr5+ ISCs
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In Brief

Characterizing the earliest cells to exit in vivo stem-cell compartments is a challenge. Kim et al. demonstrate multilineage priming—co-expression of markers for both the absorptive and secretory daughter lineages—in the earliest progeny of Lgr5+ intestinal crypt stem cells.
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SUMMARY

Lgr5+ intestinal stem cells (ISCs) drive epithelial self-renewal, and their immediate progeny—intestinal bipotential progenitors—produce absorptive and secretory lineages via lateral inhibition. To define features of early transit from the ISC compartment, we used a microfluidics approach to measure selected stem- and lineage-specific transcripts in single Lgr5+ cells. We identified two distinct cell populations, one that expresses known ISC markers and a second, abundant population that simultaneously expresses markers of stem and mature absorptive and secretory cells. Single-molecule mRNA in situ hybridization and immunofluorescence verified expression of lineage-restricted genes in a subset of Lgr5+ cells in vivo. Transcriptional network analysis revealed that one group of Lgr5+ cells arises from the other and displays characteristics expected of bipotential progenitors, including activation of Notch ligand and cell-cycle-inhibitor genes. These findings define the earliest steps in ISC differentiation and reveal multilineage gene priming as a fundamental property of the process.

INTRODUCTION

Cell turnover in the small bowel relies on pools of 12–15 Wnt-responsive Lgr5+ intestinal stem cells (ISCs) that lie at the base of each intestinal crypt and replicate daily to produce new ISCs and transit-amplifying (TA) progenitors (Barker et al., 2007). Other cells present near crypt tier 4 express a combination of Bmi1, mTert, and Hopx1 (Barker et al., 2012) and may represent Paneth cell precursors that are recruited into the stem-cell pool upon epithelial injury (Buczacki et al., 2013). Both Lgr5+ ISCs and TA cells replicate briskly, albeit at different rates, and TA cells quickly adopt a single fate—absorptive or secretory—whereas ISCs stay multipotent; the basis for these cardinal differences is unknown. In another self-renewing tissue, blood cell progenitors simultaneously activate genes specific to each daughter lineage before distinct cell types are specified, a phenomenon known as multilineage priming (Hu et al., 1997; Miyamoto et al., 2002). Because absorptive and secretory fates are determined by lateral inhibition, a means for reciprocal cell specification (Pellegrinet et al., 2011; Stamataki et al., 2011), it is unclear whether the progeny of Lgr5+ ISCs traverse a similar phase. Lateral inhibition likely occurs in intestinal bipotential progenitors (BPs), which have never been captured and may represent the earliest, albeit transient, progeny of Lgr5+ ISCs.

Lgr5+ cells show a range of GFP signals in Lgr5GFP mice (Barker et al., 2007), and cells at the center of the crypt base produce larger clones than cells located at the periphery (Ritsma et al., 2014). Not all Lgr5+ cells spawn functional clones in vivo (Kozar et al., 2013), and some of them correspond to non-cycling Paneth-cell precursors (Buczacki et al., 2013). Although these observations suggest that early progenitors might arise among Lgr5+ cells, a recent single-cell mRNA study (Grün et al., 2015) reported that Lgr5hi cells are homogeneous, possibly because the method has low sensitivity for transcripts expressed at low
abundance. To overcome this limitation, we measured 185 transcripts for selected stem cell and lineage-specific markers in single GFP+ (Lgr5+) intestinal crypt cells isolated from the same Lgr5Gfp mice (Barker et al., 2007). We identified a distinct population that expresses slightly reduced levels of known ISC transcripts and co-expresses markers of mature secretory cells and enterocytes. Immunofluorescence and single-molecule mRNA in situ hybridization (ISH) confirmed the presence of these cells in vivo, and analysis of transcript networks indicates that they represent early ISC-derived bipotential progenitors.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

We used microfluidic qRT-PCR following targeted pre-amplification of 185 genes from defined categories (Table S1), including genes previously identified as Lgr5+ cell specific (Kim et al., 2014; Muñoz et al., 2012); targets of various signaling pathways; markers specific to mature enterocytes or secretory cells (Kim et al., 2014); and tissue-restricted transcription factors. To ensure reproducibility and RNA quality, we assessed three housekeeping genes (Actb, Gapdh, and Hprt) and used two separate primer pairs to measure five genes. From Lgr5Gfp mice (Barker et al., 2007), we captured crypt epithelial cells that showed strong GFP fluorescence in flow cytometry (Figure 1A) but might, nevertheless, include LGR5+ cells on the verge of ISC exit. Fluorescence microscopy and direct visualization verified the recovery of dilute, viable GFP+ singlets (Figure S1A). Following reverse transcription with primers specific to the selected genes and PCR amplification of cDNA, we excluded wells that gave cycle threshold (Ct) values <13 in qRT-PCR for Actb, further eliminating possible rare doublets. Different primers for each of five selected genes gave concordant results (Table S1), indicating a robust protocol.

We measured the levels of all 185 genes in 192 cells captured on 2 separate days and pooled the data for subsequent analyses (Table S2); two genes, Zg16 and Ido1, gave no signal in any cell

---

**Figure 1. Targeted mRNA Profiles Identify Two Populations of Lgr5+ Intestinal Crypt Cells**

(A) Flow cytometry plot, showing the gates applied to isolate Lgr5 hi (green) cells.

(B) Heatmap display of k-means (k = 2) clustering of Ct values from 183 mRNAs (x axis, five genes are represented by two primer sets each) in 192 single Lgr5+ intestinal crypt cells (y axis). Blue represents absent to low, and yellow to amber represent increasing, transcript levels. Genes are ordered by hierarchical clustering with the average linkage method and Euclidean distance. A block of genes that best distinguishes the two cell populations, including most mature villus markers, is boxed.

(C) Violin plots showing differential expression of representative stem (Lgr5 and Olfm4) and differentiated (Apoa1 and Muc2) cell markers in all cells in populations 1 (P1; blue) and 2 (P2; green).

(D) t-SNE analysis of the qRT-PCR data, demonstrating discrete Lgr5+ cell populations (blue and green); overlaid colors are from the adjoining k-means clusters. See also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S2.
and were excluded from the analysis. k-means clustering of the RNA data, using the Silhouette measure (Kaufman and Rou-seeuw, 1990) to identify the best k (Figure S1B), revealed two distinct cell populations that were roughly equal in size (Figure 1B) and expressed similar levels of markers historically assigned to quiescent ISCs (Figure S1C). The salient differences between these two populations were a modestly higher (2- to 8-fold) expression of ISC markers, such as Lgr5 and Olfn4, in one pool and an 8- to >100-fold higher expression of many genes in the other (Figures 1B and 1C); adjusted p (p adj), <10^{-4} to <10^{-5}. After confirming efficient qPCR by selected primer pairs, we estimated copy numbers of some of the latter mRNAs at 3% to 8% of Hprt copies (Figure S1D). Cells isolated on different days were similarly distributed in the two pools, and, to verify the results from k-means clustering, we used t-distrib-uted Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008). The two cell populations identified by k-means clustering remained distinct on a t-SNE map (blue and green dots in Figure 1D), and the high concordance of RNA profiles in each group (Figure 1B), together with the absence of outliers in t-SNE, strongly supports the absence of cell doublets.

Among the 185 genes we interrogated, 35 genes discrimi-nated the two cell populations without ambiguity (ΔCt > 3, p adj < 10^{-6}; Figure 1B; shaded in Table S1), and 31 of these tran-scripts were higher in population 2. Weighted gene co-expres-sion network analysis (WGCNA) (Zhang and Horvath, 2005) revealed two specific, highly coordinated gene modules in this population (Figure 2A), compared to the modest connectivity of expressed genes in population 1 (Figure S2A), and the transcripts elevated in population 2 overlapped significantly with these modules (Figure 2B). Eighteen of the 27 common genes represented secretory or enterocyte-specific markers (Figure 2C) that were not mutually exclusive but appeared at similar levels in nearly every cell in population 2 and were virtually absent in the other cells (Figures 1B, 2C, and 2D). The simultaneous expres-sion of different lineage programs is reminiscent of multilineage priming in blood progenitors (Hu et al., 1997; Miyamoto et al., 2002), and the lack of any instance of unilineage expression sug-gests that population 2 may represent IBPs. Single-cell latent variable modeling (scLVM) (Buettner et al., 2015) attributed more than 12.2% of the variation to cell replication, and transcript pro-files were very similar before and after correcting for cell-cycle effects (Figure S2B). Cell-cycle-related transcripts that were increased in IBPs included both positive and negative regulators of the cell cycle, and PcnA, Mki67, and targets of Wnt signaling were expressed at comparable levels (Figure S2C). Thus, the distinct mRNA profiles do not trivially reflect differential mitotic activity, and both populations seem to include cycling cells.

Superficially, the presence of numerous candidate IBPs among Lgr5^+ cells contrasts with recent evidence of population homogeneity by single-cell mRNA sequencing (mRNA-seq) (Grün et al., 2015). One explanation is that Grün et al. examined cells with higher GFP levels than we did. Thus, our population 1 might represent homogeneous GFP^+ ISCs, whereas population 2 may contain cells with modestly lower Lgr5 mRNA (Figure 1C) and protein levels, i.e., cells leaving the ISC compartment. Another explanation is the low sensitivity of single-cell RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) for low-abundance transcripts, and, indeed, the method did not reliably capture genes that distin-guish ISCs from IBPs in our qRT-PCR study. Although a few lineage-markers—such as Defa5, Muc2, and Ang4—were detected in some cells, most markers were not (Figure S2D). Nevertheless, to exclude the possibility that our qRT-PCR signals are spurious, we performed bulk (ensemble) RNA-seq analysis on triplicate samples of Lgr5^+ cells, sorted using the same parameters as in our single-cell analysis, and also queried bulk RNA data from Lgr5^+ cells profiled on microarrays (Muñoz et al., 2012). Every lineage marker we detected in single cells was repre-sented among the >11,000 genes identified in these ensemble studies (Figure S3A), compared to <4,000 genes in the single-cell mRNA-seq study (Grün et al., 2015).

In light of the multilineage profiles of putative IBPs, transcripts specific to enterocytes or secretory cells might persist in speci-fied progenitors of the other type. This was, indeed, evident in ensemble analysis of the respective purified progenitors (Figure S3A); e.g., whereas high Alpi levels are restricted to enterocytes in vivo (Tetteh et al., 2016), levels ~10-fold lower than those found in bulk villus cells are equally abundant in both enter-ocyte and secretory progenitors. Conversely, we detected many secretory genes in enterocyte progenitors. Because this Atoh1 null population categorically lacks secretory cells (Kim et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2001), genes from this lineage were likely activated in a preceding cell generation, IBP. Together, these obser-vations imply that the earliest cells to leave the ISC compartment activate genes of both intestinal lineages, at levels that elude detection at the current resolution of single-cell RNA-seq.

To confirm our findings by independent methods, first, we used single-molecule mRNA ISH with branched DNA (bDNA) signal amplification (Player et al., 2001). Probes for the villus cell markers Alpi, Chga, Neurog3, and Cck gave the expected signals in most (enterocyte) or few (enteroendocrine) wild-type mouse villus cells, respectively, with weaker signals in crypt epithelium and virtually none in the lamina propria; conversely, Lgr5 probes carrying a different chromophore stained only crypt base columnar cells (Figure S3B). We detected low levels of mature villus cell marker mRNAs in up to 24.7% of Lgr5-expressing cells (Figures 3A and 3B; Figure S3C), greatly exceeding the background of red signals and compatible with the different sensitiv-ities of single-cell qRT-PCR and single-mRNA ISH to detect tran-scripts of low abundance. Second, we used Atoh1Gfp^{Cre} knockin mice (Rose et al., 2009) to examine protein levels of ATOH1, a transcription factor whose RNA is restricted to the pool of putative IBPs (Figure S3D). After verifying ATOH1/GFP expression in lysozyme^+ Paneth cells and occasional secretory progenitors positioned higher than crypt tier 5 (red arrow in Figure 3C), we restricted attention to Lgr5^+ cells in the crypt base (open arrows, Figure 3C; n = 454), which showed distinct populations of ATOH1^+ and ATOH1^- nuclei (filled or open arrows, respectively, in Figures 3D, 3E, and 3S). As protein expression must trawl new transcripts, the fraction of ATOH1^+ cells (23.7%; Figure 3F) is compatible with that detected by qRT-PCR (47.9%), mRNA ISH and ATOH1/GFP stains did not localize lineage-marker-express-ing Lgr5^+ cells to high crypt tiers, which suggests that cell hetero-geneity may originate—perhaps stochastically—among ISCs at the crypt bottom and that cells with this feature preferentially exit the ISC compartment. The cells we regard as IBPs may,
however, correspond to a GFP low population in vivo (Basak et al., 2014), and their property of multilineage priming is significant, regardless of the precise crypt location.

To examine further the relationship between populations 1 and 2, we considered that any transition among them is likely not abrupt; rather, transcripts from one cell state might decline, while those from the other begin to accumulate. The foregoing cluster analysis (Figure 1B), which is discrete, would fail to detect such a transition, but the non-branching structure of the t-SNE map (Figure 1D) permits the use of principal curves to infer cell trajectories (Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989). We derived such a principal curve, then divided all the cells into ten groups according to the inferred pseudo-time (Marco et al., 2014), and identified 28 cells at the boundary between the two major populations (Figure 4A). Average expression of each of the 183 genes in the ten groups of cells revealed 66 genes that discriminate between ISCs and IBPs (denoted by a box on the cluster dendrogram and heatmap in Figure 4B) and, as expected, include nearly every gene that had shown high $D_{Ct}$ values (Figure 4C). Whereas ISCs and IBPs expressed uniformly higher levels of different sub-sets in this gene group, the 28 boundary cells varied in expression (Figure 4C), with declining average levels of stem cell markers, such as Lgr5, and concomitant increase of mature markers (Figure 4D). Average expression values were similar for different numbers of bins. For example, using eight bins instead of ten, the histogram of cell numbers identified 12 boundary cells, and mean expression over these 12 cells was highly correlated ($R^2 = 0.95$) with that in the 28 cells identified.
using ten bins. Gradual accumulation of terminal cell markers, as revealed in boundary cells, strongly suggests a cell transition from ISCs to putative IBPs.

The high census of IBPs suggests that they are distinct from the small, label-retaining fraction of Lgr5+ cells. Transcripts recently assigned to the latter—Nfatc3, Nfat5, and Cd82 (Buczacki et al., 2013)—were essentially similar in ISCs and IBPs (Figure S3F) and may increase only in Paneth-cell precursors. Notably, and in line with recent evidence for extreme plasticity in crypts (Kim et al., 2015; Perié et al., 2015), IBPs may be unstable cells that revert to ISCs as readily as they differentiate into absorptive or secretory cells. The latter event occurs as some cells use DLL1 or DLL4 to signal to Notch receptors on their neighbors (Pellegrinet et al., 2011; Stamatakis et al., 2011). Because lateral inhibition requires equipotent cells to deliver or respond to Notch signals, increased expression of these ligands from bulk cell populations (Hu et al., 1997; Miyamoto et al., 2002), recent studies suggest that single blood progenitors express genes exclusive to one lineage or another (Paul et al., 2015; Perié et al., 2015). In contrast, our analysis revealed no cell expressing genes specific to just one intestinal lineage (Figure 1), and enterocyte progenitors continue to express secretory genes (Figure S3A); these findings likely reflect features particular to lineage specification by lateral inhibition. Levels of certain TF mRNAs—Atoh1, Spdef, Pax4, and Tbx3—first rise in IBPs, where they may initiate the lineage-affiliated programs. Although equal expression of Mki67 and PcnA in ISCs and IBPs supports the idea that all crypt cells other than Paneth cells and their precursors replicate, high mRNA levels of cell-cycle inhibitors Cdkn1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b in IBPs (Figure S2C) suggest that they, or their immediate progeny, may replicate more slowly than ISCs or TA cells.

is one feature expected in IBPs. Indeed, average Dll1 mRNA is higher in IBPs, and Dll4 increases substantially in most of these cells (Figure 4E).

In summary, microfluidic qRT-PCR reveals a distinct cell population that seems to represent the earliest progeny of Lgr5+ ISCs: putative IBPs with multilineage priming and modestly reduced Lgr5/GFP expression. Although multilineage priming was originally inferred from bulk cell populations (Hu et al., 1997; Miyamoto et al., 2002), recent studies suggest that single blood progenitors express genes exclusive to one lineage or another (Paul et al., 2015; Perié et al., 2015).
Despite clear differences in gene activity, IBPs are unlikely to show different behaviors than ISCs by lineage tracing or in organoids, where even ISCs and specified progenitors are difficult to distinguish (Buczacki et al., 2013; Tetteh et al., 2016; van Es et al., 2012). Moreover, no Cre driver or surface marker is likely expressed exclusively in IBPs, i.e., not also in ISCs or specified progenitors.

Figure 4. Evidence that Lgr5+ ISCs Transition into the IBP Population

(A) Principal curve analysis (black curve) projected on the t-SNE map from Figure 1D reveals the relationship of the two populations, based on the proximity of gene expression, as a non-branching curve. The 28 boundary cells—determined by partitioning of the principal curve into ten bins of equal distance—are now represented in pink. The graph indicates cell numbers in each bin; blue and green denote ISCs and IBPs, respectively.

(B) Heatmap of the global analysis (183 genes × 192 single cells; red indicates high expression, and green indicates low expression) partitioned in ten bins according to the aforementioned principal curve analysis. 66 transcripts denoted by a dotted box provide discrimination.

(C) The latter transcripts include nearly every gene that distinguished populations 1 and 2 by ΔCt (Figure 1B), and the dotted box in (B) is here expanded and rotated 90° to show the trajectory of expression in ISCs (blue), boundary cells (pink), and IBPs (green). Diff. Exp., different expression; Princ., principal.

(D) Average levels of representative IBP-enriched (Lifr, Muc2, Dct, and Kif1) and ISC-enriched (Lgr5, Agr3, and Sema4d), and Actb mRNAs in cell groups defined by distance along the principal curve.

(E) Violin plots for expression of Notch ligand genesDll1 and Dll4 in all ISCs and IBPs.
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progenitors. Thus, our targeted single-cell analysis, reinforced by localization of transcripts in vivo, reveals features of a crucial and transient cell population that is likely difficult to isolate or to characterize by other means.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Isolation of Single Lgr5+ ISCs

Intestines harvested from Lgr5GFP mice (Barker et al., 2007) were washed with PBS. Villi were scraped away using cover slips, and the crypt epithelium was collected by shaking in 5 mM EDTA for 1 hr at 4°C (Kim et al., 2014). Single cells were obtained on 2 separate days by digestion in 5× TrypLE (Invitrogen) for 1 hr at 37°C and verified by fluorescence microscopy. GFP+ cells were sorted into individual wells in 96-well plates using a BD FACSAria II sorter (Becton Dickinson). Cells from one of the two isolations were also examined visually in microfluidic channels. Animals were handled according to protocols approved and monitored by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute.

Single-Cell Gene Expression Analysis by Microfluidic qRT-PCR

The pre-amplification solution in 96 wells included 5 μM of a master mix containing 2.5 μL CellsDirect reaction mix (Invitrogen), 0.5 μL primer pool (0.1 μM [Table S1], synthesized at Bioneer), 0.1 μL reverse transcriptase (RT)/Taq polymerase (Invitrogen), and 1.9 μL nuclease-free water. Lysed cells were treated with this mix at 50°C for 1 hr, followed by inactivation of RT, activation of Taq at 95°C for 3 min, and 20 cycles of sequence-specific cDNA amplification (15 s denaturation at 95°C, 15 s annealing and elongation at 60°C). Amplified single-cell-cDNAs were then tested in control qRT-PCR reactions for Actb, and samples giving Ct values between 13 and 17 were selected for subsequent analysis with the full primer pools. Universal PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems), and EvaGreen Binding Dye (BioTium), using the 96 × 96 Dynamic Array on the BioMark System (Fluidigm). Table S2 lists the Ct values for each gene in each cell, calculated using BioMark Real-Time PCR Analysis software (Fluidigm).

Computational Analyses

mRNA levels were estimated by subtracting the Ct values from the background level of 28 (start of the tail of the distribution in the histogram of Ct values), which approximates log2 gene expression levels. We conducted k-means clustering level of 28 (start of the tail of the distribution in the histogram of Ct values), which was performed twice on two intestines each, using Quantigene ViewRNA probes (Affymetrix) for two-color ISH, as described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Between 320 and 460 Lgr5+ crypt base cells were counted in at least 50 crypts from each mouse (n = 4). Cells were scored as double positive (DBL+) when at least one dot for a mature-cell marker mRNA (red) was present in a cell expressing Lgr5 mRNA (blue dots). Background signals were estimated from counts of red dots in 370 to 440 nucleated sub-epithelial cells for each mature-cell marker in each sample.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures, three figures, and two tables and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2016.07.056.
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